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Neat nm-1000 manual

Please log in or sign up to add a comment Log in or sign up to add a comment Please note that the information provided on this page relates to products and/or services that are no longer supported and agent support is no longer available. This information is provided as a courtesy to users who may still
need troubleshooting information or faqs about end-of-life products. Sleek scanners work directly with Neat software, but can also be used with third-party TWAIN-compatible software. For Windows users, Neat suggests installing free NAPS2 scanning software or using Windows Fax and Scan, while Mac
users can work with Apple's built-in image capture tool to scan items directly to the Mac without first going through Neat organizational software. Before you begin you will need to install a driver for your clean scanner model. Note: NeatConnect users will also need to set a scan target for the computer by
swiping from left to right on the touchscreen until the computer appears on the display, as shown here. NAPS2 (Windows) Download and install the latest version of NAPS2 from The first time you open NAPS2, you'll need to set up a Neat scanner profile by clicking Scan and selecting New Profile. Click
the switch for the TWAIN driver. Select Select device and select a Neat scanner model. If necessary, you can choose settings. For Neat Desktop and NeatConnect scanners, you can set the paper source to the feeder for one-sided scanning or duplex for two-sided scanning. (You can always return to
your profile settings by clicking Profiles, and then clicking Edit for Neat Scanner.) Now you're ready to scan. You can load your site into a scanner and click the Scan button in the upper left corner of NAPS2. Once done, you have the option to save them as PDF or image files. Windows Fax and Scan
Windows Fax and Scan is included with all current versions of Windows. Find programs to open it. Choose whether to scan to fax and scan or documents. To adjust your scanner profile settings, select Scan settings. Select the profile that matches the scanner model. Then click Edit. You can make
changes, such as color picker or black and white, change resolution, or choose a new file type to save control among others. When you're done, click Save Profile. When you're ready, click New Scan in the upper-left corner to start scanning. If necessary, you can rotate the picture by right-clicking the
picture first and selecting View. To rotate a picture buttons below. To save &gt;, click File &gt; Exit. Image Capture (Mac) Close from slick software completely (go to Neat-&gt; Quit Neat). Click the Spotlight icon (magnifying glass in the upper-right corner of the screen) and press Enter to start. After you
start taking the image, remove the clean scanner from the devices on the left side of the Window. Click View details to view and change scanner options. Scan To lets you choose where to save your scan. The format allows you to specify the file type to check. Insert the document into the scanner, and
then click Scan. These designs will allow scanning outside of clean software, however, Neat is not affiliated with or offers technical support for either NAPS2 or Image Capture. Help! I'm trying to install a Neat scanner driver, but when I click Next, nothing happens. This issue occurs when the slick driver
was previously installed and the remnants of the previous installation prevent the driver from installing again. If you need to download scanner drivers for the first time, click here. To remove and reinstall scanner drivers, follow the steps below. Find your slick scanner model number by looking at the bottom
(bottom) of the scanner. Unplug the scanner and close any clean software on your computer. Go to C:\Program Files\Common Files\The Neat Company\Drivers and delete the scanner model folder: NM-1000: Delete the Neat Mobile Scanner folder ND-1000: Delete the Neat ADF Scanner folder NC-1000:
Delete Folder NeatConnect Scanner ADF-070108: Delete the Clean Scanner folder ADF 2008 Browse to folder C:\Program Files\Common Files\NeatReceipts\Drivers (if you do not have the NeatReceipts folder in this path, you will see Windows can not find ... message - skip to the next step) and perform
the following actions for the following scanner models if they appear: NR-030108: Delete the Clean Mobile Scanner 2008 folder SCSA4601EU: Delete the M12 folder depending on the operating system. open one of the following folders: 32-bit versions of Windows: Open C:\Program Files\Common
Files\The Neat Company\Neat\Setup 64-bit versions of Windows: Open C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\The Neat Company\Neat\Setup Find the scanner in the list below, right-click the appropriate . MSI file, then select Fix: Model NM-1000: Clean Mobile Scanner Driver Model ND-1000: Clean ADF
Driver Scanner Model NeatConnect: NeatConnect Scanner Driver Restart Your Computer. Plug the scanner back into your computer, start the neat, and then try the scan again. I'm trying to install the software but still freezing. Its not doing anything when I press the next button. Can someone please help
me? s super portable NeatReceipts NM-1000 scanner is designed for mobile workers who want to cut down on stacks of paper. The device is small enough to fit in most laptop bags, and features Neat's unique Clean 5 software package that helps make organizing documents quick and painless. But is the
$179 NeatReceipts NM-1000 the best in its class? DesignWeighing 11.6 ounces and measuring 10.8 x 1.6 x 1.3 inches, Nm-1000 was the smallest and lightest lightest in our roundup, coming in at just 0.2 ounces lighter than Epson's 11.8-ounce WorkForce DS-30. By comparison, the Plustek MobileOffice
S410 weighed 13.9 ounces and measured 10.8 x 1.9 x 1.3 inches. With such a small footprint, we were easily able to pack the NM-1000 in a messenger or laptop bag. The scanner's relatively tiny size also helped make moving the unit around our workspace feel like less training than other portable
scanners. People on Neat should be praised for making a portable scanner that doesn't look like a deformed block of plastic. Covered in a shiny white chassis, the rectangular NM-1000's most eye-catching feature is its matte black document feeder. The only other distinguishing factor is the telltale Neat
logo, located in the upper-left corner of the unit. NeatReceipts has only two buttons, both located in the upper right corner of the device. The larger Scan button is used to scan documents as standard JPG files, while a smaller PDF button is used for, you guessed it, scanning documents to PDF. Next to
the Scan button is a green light that lights up whenever the NM-1000 is turned on and flashes when scanning documents. The micro-USB port built into the right side of the scanner connects the device to your computer. Setting up and easy to useSet up the NM-1000 took us five minutes. Just plug in the
installation disc (or download the appropriate drivers from the Neat website) and follow the on-screen instructions. During this process we had to register our device with Neat using a valid email and username. Once it was finished, we received a confirmation email, plugged the scanner into our laptop and
were ready to go. By far, NeatReceipts' most unique feature is its digital file management system, Net 5. Scan something using NM-1000, and Slick 5 can determine whether it's a document, receipt, or business card. Not only that, but the software will also enter the information it collects from scanned
items - phone numbers, addresses, names - into searchable and editable text boxes. In addition to editing the scanned information, we were able to export our scanned items to various third-party programs. For example, we were able to quickly export sales receipt information to a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet where the price, date of purchase, tax, and tax categories for our purchase were all listed and placed in their respective categories. Other export options include Outlook, Word, Quicken, QuickBooks, and TurboTax, as well as standard PDF and JPG options. Slick 5 also allows users to scan
into the cloud via Neat's NeatCloud.For road warriors, Net 5 also includes a expense bill template. Using a template was as easy as scanning our receipts, selecting the Reports tab from the Neat 5 dashboard, and following the on-screen instructions. Need in the organization of taxes? The same software
allows you to create tax as well as summary reports on expenditure. The PerformanceNeM-1000 is able to scan items between 1 x 1 and 8.5 x 14 inches, at a maximum resolution of 600 dpi, although it is also able to scan documents up to 30 inches long. According to Neat, the NM-1000 scans receipts of
three to four business cards per minute. During our testing, the scanner took an average of 24.4 seconds to scan an 8.5 x 11-inch black-and-white document. By comparison, the Fujitsu ScanSnap S1100 lasted just 9.4 seconds, while the MobileOffice S410 lasted 12.8 seconds. NeatReceipts was much
faster to scan business cards, taking just 6.9 seconds. This, however, was longer than Fujitsu, which lasted 3.5 seconds, and MobileOffice, which lasted 2.9 seconds. The photo, as expected, took the longest scan, averaging roughly 35.9 seconds. And while it's much faster than Plustek MobileOffice
S410's 53.2-second scan time, it's still not as fast as Fujitsu's 28.9 seconds. Image quality was good when scanning black-and-white documents. The lines were clear and we didn't notice any artifacts. However, we noticed a slight distortion of the image when we scanned several business cards in black
and white. But when we switched to color, the deformations disappeared. The scanned color images were bright and sharp, but they looked slightly washed out. The colors in the scanned image of the California vineyard seemed to lose much of their pop. Much of the vine greenery has been replaced by
brown and deep blues skies made for a lighter shade. With its compact size, the NM-1000 can scan only one document at a time, which can be a big inconvenience when you have a heavy workload. NeatReceipts also lacks a duplexer, which means that you have to scan two-sided documents twice.
Fortunately, the Neat 5 has an option that allows you to combine several scanned items into a single multipage document. TheNeatReceipts warranty includes a one-year limited hardware warranty. Net also offers an expanded warrant called NeatCare, which adds one-year accidental damage protection,
unlimited phone and online technical support for the duration of your NeatCare plan, and a replacement scanner and accelerated shipping if your original scanner bites dust. VerdictThe small size of the $179 NeatReceipts NM-1000, along with included Elegant 5 software, make it a strong choice for a truly
mobile worker or average user who needs a space-saving scanning solution. Black-and-white documents are generally clear, and photos are sharp and barless. While we prefer both the quality and speed of the $199 Fujitsu ScanSnap S1100, road warriors will appreciate the NM-1000's robust software
offerings. Menu.
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